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This invention relates to game devices, and 
more particularly, has reference to a device em 
bodying novel means for agitating a pair of dice 
or the like enclosed in a housing. 
The primary object of the invention is to pro 

vide a device of the character described which is 
simply yet attractively designed, and in which 
the agitating means utilized will cause the dice to 
be snapped into the air by a positive movement 
almost too fast for the eye to follow, thereby 
sharpening interests in the game, and insuring 
thorough agitation of the dice so that different 
faces thereof will turn up when the dice drop. 

It is a further important object of the inven 
tion to provide a device of the type stated wherein 
the parts thereof will automatically be returned 
to normal position after each operation by means 
of the novel construction and arrangement of 
the actuating means itself. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view 

which will appear as the description proceeds, the 
invention consists of certain novel details of con 
struction and combinations of parts, hereinafter 
more fully described and pointed out in the 
claims, it being understood that changes may be 
made in the construction and arrangement of 
parts without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention as claimed. 

Referring to the drawing 
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a game de 

vice constructed in accordance with the inven 
tion. 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal vertical section 

through the device, in which the actuating means 
remain in elevation. 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary view, partly in ele 
vation and partly in longitudinal vertical section, 
of a trip means embodied in the invention. 
Referring to the drawing in detail, the refer 

ence character 5 designates a base. This is hol 
low, and of relatively elongated formation, and 
constitutes a housing for the actuating means 
embodied in the invention. 
To serve as a means for mounting the moving 

parts of the device substantially centrally and 
longitudinally of the base 5, a bearing plate 6 is 
provided. Preferably, this extends from one end 
of the base 5 to a point substantially short of the 
other end, as best shown in Figure 2. In depth, 
the plate extends from the upper surface of the 
base substantially to the lower edge thereof. The 
bearing plate 6 is ?at, and is disposed in a plane 
parallel to but slightly offset from a line drawn 
longitudinally through the center of the base, this 
construction being, preferred because. the actuat 
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2 
ing means embodied in the invention are mounted 
against one face of the bearing plate, and extend 
along a line drawn longitudinally through the 
center of the base. 
The upper edge of the bearing plate 6 is formed 

with a longitudinal ?ange 1, whereby the bearing 
plate can be ?xedly connected, as by welding or 
the like, to the under side of the upper surface 
of the base. 
Extended longitudinally within the base 5, and 

positioned close to the upper surface thereof, is av 
bell crank lever 8, which is pivotally connected 
intermediate its ends to the bearing plate 6, by 
means of a pivot pin 9. The bell crank lever 81 
is of relatively elongated formation, having a long 
arm and a short arm, the long arm thereof pro 
jecting beyond one end wall of the base 5 so as to 
constitute an operating handle Ill, the operating 
handle [0 being extended through an opening it 
in said end wall. The upper edge of opening H, 
as shown at E2, constitutes a stop limiting upward 
swinging of the long arm of the lever beyond a 
point at which it will be disposed substantially 
]parallel to the plane of the upper surface of the 
ase. 

The short arm of the bell crank lever B is desig 
nated at l3, and is substantially perpendicularly 
disposed to the long arm. This extends down 
wardly within the base, and its lower end is con 
nected, by means of pivot pin M, to one end of 
an elongtaed trip rod [5, that lies below and in 
spaced relation to the long arm of bell crank 
lever ‘8. 
As shown in Figure 3, trip rod I5 is preferably 

a channel member, and adjacent the free end 
thereof, a small slot I6 is formed in its upper 
surface. Received in the slot I6 is an upwardly 
extended catch H, formed at one end of the 
upper edge of a perpendicularly disposed plate t8. 
The upper edge of plate I 8 is slightly inclined 
upwardly in a direction away from the catch l1, 
so that the end of upper edge 49 remote from 
catch I‘! normally lies against the under side of 
the upper surface of trip rod [5, at the end of 
the trip rod. This inclined upper edge consti 
tutes a cam, as will appear hereinafter. 
An elongated actuating arm 20 is positioned be 

low the parts described above, and at one end is 
rigid with the plate [8. The actuating arm 20 
and plate l8 together constitute a bell crank. At 
said end, the actuating arm 20 is pivotally con 
nected to the bearing plate 6 by means of a pivot 
Din 2|. 
Upward swinging of the actuating arm 20 is 

limited beyond a desired point by means of a stop. 
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22 which is preferably formed from soft rubber 
or other resilient material, and extends laterally 
from the bearing plate 6, this being suitably at 
tached to the bearing plate by a screw 23 or the 
like. 

This engages the actuating arm 20 at a point 
substantially intermediate the ends of the actuat 
ing arm. 
Adjacent the other end of the actuating arm 20, 

which as shown in Figure 2 projects beyond the 
bearing plate 6, a spring 24 is connected at one 
end to said arm. The other end of the spring 24. 
is connected to one end of a small angle member 
25 which is pivoted intermediate its, ends‘ to, the. 
bearing plate 6, by means of pivot pin 9. The 
other end of the short angle member 25 is pro 
jected downwardly, and is urgedby the action of‘ 
the spring 24, tending to compress, against a DIO 
jection 2t formed on trip rod l5 adjacent the piv 
otal connection 14 of the trip rod to the bearing 
plate. 
' Referring to the operation of the. parts herein 
before described, it should be noted at the outset 
that all the various moving parts will be normally 
retained in the positions shown in Figure 2 by the 
tendency of the spring 24 to compress. By- reason 
of this tendency, the downwardly extended and of 
the angle member 25 is continually urged against 
projection 26. This causes trip rod Hi to be-con 
tinually urged to the- right in Figure 2, and there 
fore, by reason of the pivotal connection M, the 
bell crank lever B is swung» upwardly so that its 
operating handle i0 is in engagement with the 
upper edge of opening 5!, as shown at 12-. In, the 
meantime, the compressing action of spring 24 
pulls the actuating arm 20 upwardly, into en 
gagement with stop 22, and this causes catch I'll 
to be positively retained in engagement with end; 
wall of; slot {6, in which position the inclined up 
per edge if} of» the plate !8 is in engagement with 
the end of the trip 'rod l5. 
Because of this construction and, arrangement, 

the following will occur in operating the device. 
The operator depresses the operating handle H]; 
This causes the short arm I 3 of bell crank lever 8' 
to be swung in a direction away from thejoperat 
ing handle, moving with it the trip rod I5, Since 
catch His engaged by the trip rod l5_,the plate, [3‘ 
is also swung forwardly, and thus the remote end 
of, the actuating arm 28" is swung‘ downwardly to 
a noticeableextent. All these movements wilinas 
will be readily observed‘ from the drawing, occur 
simultaneously. At‘ the same time of course,_the 
projection 26' on trip rod 55 will" simultaneously 
cause the other endjof-theangle member 25fto be 
swung upwardly, and it is seen from, this that 
spring 24' is simultaneously distended inopposite 
directions, that, is both ends of the spring’ are 
simultaneously moved, away from each other. 
Concurrent with these movements, the inclined 

upper edge l9 cr more properly, that endjof the 
upper edge is that is in engagement withtrip rgoyd‘ 
I5, is being swung upwardly, in a very slight arc, 
by reason of plate it‘jbeing moved; in the manner 
described above. As a result, the freeuend- of the 
trip rod 55' is caused to ride up on the catch H; 
and as the operator continues to depress the op- 
erating handle 16, catch IT is suddenlyfreed from 
engagement with the trip rod‘ 55. Therefore, 
spring 24 instantaneously snaps’ the free end~of 
the actuating arm 29 upwardly, againstits- stop 
22. 
When the operating handle I0 is released, 

spring 24, beingstill expandemdueto projection 
Zihavingmoved that end of anglememben 251to 
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4 
which the spring is connected in an upward di 
rection, will now be free to compress. Trip rod 
I5 is accordingly moved rearwardly, swinging the 
operating handle I0 back to normal position. As 
trip rod l5 moves rearwardly, its upper surface 
slides along catch I‘! until slot 16 reaches and 
comes into engagement with the catch. The parts 
are all thus returned to normal position. 
The free end of actuating arm 20 is pivotally 

connected as by a cotter pin 21, to one end of a 
plunger rod 28, the other end of which carries 
a platform 29 for dice D. Platform 29 is freely 
slidable in a cup 30, ?xedly mounted on the base 
5. A dome. 3|, which may be of screen material, 
is positioned over the cup 30, and can be effec 
tively retained thereon by means of sleeve clamp 
32 or other suitable fastening means. Sleeve 
clamp 32 has spaced ears 33, formed with regis 
tering openings in which may be received bolt and 
nut means 34 or the like. The bolt 34 can also 
be passed through laterally projecting cars 35, 
carrying- spaced rods‘ 36 on which slidable coun 
tersv 31-‘ are placed, for the purpose of scoring the 
competitor’s efforts. 
By reason of the construction described imme 

diatély above, the upward snapping of actuating 
arm 20 caused by the lower end of the spring 
compressing, bringing the actuating arm forcibly 
againststop 22, causes the platform 29 to be simi 
larly actuated‘, and it‘hasbeen found that this will 
cause a, pair of dice D to be impelled upwardly in 
effect simultaneously with release of the catch 
I‘! from trip rod t5. In operation of a device 
constructed in accordance with the invention, the 
pair of‘ dice D are found usually to strike the 
dome 3'l forcibly, and a different pairing of faces 
of the dice, because of the thorough agitation 
thereof; results. 

It may be. noted that the platform 29 is de 
pressed, concurrently with depression of the oper 
ating handle Ill‘, as, may be observed from the 
construction and, arrangement described herein 
before, Asit reaches a certain point in its down~ 
walid, travel,_it_ is suddenly caused to spring back 
to norm_al,_ position in a, movement which is in 
stantaneous so far as. the eye of the observer can 
perceive. It is this snapping. movement that 
causes the dice D to be. forcibly impelled into the 
am 

What is claimedis: 
1. A game device for agitating dice, comprise 

ing; abase, a bell crank lever pivoted. therein, a 
trip, rod connected to, the bell crank lever, an.v 
actuating arm pivotally mounted. inthe base,,a 
catch. carried, by. one end of the actuating. arm 
releasably engageable by the trip rod, said end. 
adjacentthe, catch being formed as a cam and. 
being, in, slidable contact with the trip. rod to 
movethe trip rod out of engagement with the 
catch on movement of. the arm- a. predetermined. 
distance by thetrip rod,lmeans adapted to yield. 
ably retain the bell crank lever, triprod, and ac. 
tuating, arm inanormalposition, a plunger rod 
connectedto the actuating arm, and adice-car 
rying, platform, carried by. the plunger. rod. 

2, A game device for. agitating dice, compris 
ing, a, __bas,e, abell crank lever, having along and 
ashort arm,,p_i_voted therein, the long arm con 
stituting an operating handle, a trip rod extended 
adjacent‘ to and‘longitudinally of the long arm, 
one end'of‘the trip- rod being pivoted to the: short 
arm; there being-a slot‘ in the trip rod‘ adjacent‘ 
its other- end, a plate, having one edge slidably 
engageable with thelatter end, said edge being 
formed.: with». a. catch portion: and: a portion" 1n-' 
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clined relative to said end of the trip rod, the 
catch portion being releasably engageable with 
in the slot, an actuating arm ?xedly connected 
at one end to the opposite edge of the plate, the 
actuating arm being pivotally mounted in the 
base at said end, a stop in the base engageable 
with the actuating arm, an angle member piv 
otally mounted in the base, a projection inter 
mediate the ends of the trip rod slidably engage 
able by one end of the angle member, a spring 
connected at one end to the other end of the 
angle member, and at the other end to the actu 
ating arm, a dice-carrying platform operatively 
connected to the actuating arm for joint move 
ment, and an enclosed cup on the base in which 
the platform is slidable. 

3. A game device for agitating dice, compris 
ing a base, a bell crank lever therein, an oper 
ating handle on the bell crank lever, a trip rod 
pivotally connected to the bell crank lever, there 
being a slot in the trip rod, an actuating arm 
pivotally mounted in the base, a plate carried 
by the actuating arm, a catch on the plate re 
leasably engaged in the slot, the plate being pro 
portioned to slidably engage the trip rod for re 
leasing the catch, means for limiting movement 
of the actuating arm, means for returning the 
bell crank lever, trip rod, and actuating arm 
to normal position, a cup on the base, a plat 
form slidable therein, and means for connecting 
the actuating arm and platform for joint move 
ment. 

4. In a game device, a base, opposed bell cranks 
pivoted to the base, a trip rod connected to One 
bell crank for movement in one direction there 
by, a catch on the other bell crank normally 
engaged by the trip rod for movement of said 
last named bell crank in one direction, a cam 
on the last named bell crank adapted to move 
the trip rod out of engagement with the catch 
on movement of the last named bell crank by 
the trip rod a predetermined distance, a spring 
connected at one end to the last named bell 
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crank, and an angle member pivoted to the base, 
said angle member connected to the other end of 
the spring and engaging the trip rod, said spring 
adapted to return the angle member, trip rod, 
and bell crank to normal position on release of 
the catch, and a stop against which the actuat 
ing arm engages, restricting movement of the 
actuating arm and cooperating members, under 
the action of the spring. - 

5. A game device including a base, a ball crank 
pivoted between its ends to the base and having 
one end formed as an operating handle, a trip 
rod pivotally connected at one end to the other 
end of the bell crank for movement in the direc 
tion of its length on depression of the handle, an 
angular actuating arm pivoted between its ends 
to the base, a catch rigid with one end of the arm 
and. releasably engaged by the trip rod, a cam 
rigid with said end of the arm and in slidable 
contact with the trip rod, said cam adapted to 
elevate the trip rod and break the engagement 
between the catch and trip rod on movement 
of the arm a predetermined distance by the trip 
rod, an angle member pivoted to the base and 
having one end pressing against the trip rod, 9. 
spring connected at its ends to the other end 
of the angle member and to the actuating arm 
respectively, for expansion on depression of the 
handle and contraction on release of the catch 
to impart return movement to the trip rod, bell 
crank, and actuating arm, and a platform mov 
ably mounted in the base and connected to the 
actuating arm for movement thereby. 

ADOLPH E. ASHLEMAN. 
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